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The Effects of Hurricane Maria
As I’m sure you are aware, Puerto Rico has recently
been hit by category 5 hurricane, Hurricane Maria.
Sadly, in 2017, a number of environmental disasters
have occurred with Hurricane Maria being one of the
most recent of these environmental disasters.
At my time of writing it is thought that 43 people have
died in this storm. However, this figure may rise. The
immediate impact of this storm has been devastating
for Puerto Rico as there has been significant property
damage, 85% of the island has been left without power
and 40% have been left without tap water.

about a potential “mass exodus” following this
hurricane as residents fear another environmental
disaster in the future.
A study by IMF found that seven years after a cyclone,
typhoon or hurricane hits a small country, average
output per person falls by 2.5%. This is worrying for
Puerto Rico as this could have a significant impact on
the economy for years to come. Perhaps the only
positive that can be taken from this is the aid America
has offered Puerto Rico in recovering from this
hurricane.

Also, fuel shortages have been a major issue for many
in Puerto Rico as hospitals have been forced to use
backup power and homes have been forced to rely on
fuel because of damage to the islands power grid.

FEMA in conjunction with US military are making an
effort to restore power and water to the island.
Although FEMA faces a challenge to provide a response
as Puerto Rico is an island and aid and volunteers must
be shipped to the mainland. With recent events it is
Furthermore, first responders have had to rescue
clear that challenging times lay ahead for Puerto Rico.
residents from flooded areas. Although the immediate
impact of the hurricane has been devastating for
Puerto Rico, the potential long-term impact is also
Roberto Matos
concerning. Governor Ricardo Rosello has spoken out

Germany Union Day
On Tuesday the 3rd of October we celebrated the
Germany Union Day, a tradition which has existed
since 1990. One activity that you can do on this day
in Germany is visiting the Brandenburg Gate! You
could also enjoy a communal meal with your family,
friends, and neighbours. Luckily there is no need to
stop doing something you enjoy if you grow tired,
since you have time to during a day off.
Amber Beeforth-Miller

Words of the Week
This week

Next week

Tricky:

humane

untruth

Trickier:

gracious

duplicity

Trickiest: compassionate

deceitfulness

Quiz Question (answer next week)
What has a head and a tail, but no body?

On this day in ...
… 1780, there was the great hurricane in the eastern
Caribbean. It killed an astonishing 22,000 people. This
was the deadliest storm in the Atlantic Ocean.
Between the 10th October and the 16th October, this
murderous storm cut through the Lesser Antilles. The
hurricane struck Barbados with winds exceeding
200 mph, before moving past Martinique, Saint Lucia,
and Saint Eustatius.
Thousands of deaths were reported on the islands as
the hurricane ripped through. Unfortunately this
tragic disaster could not be formally recorded since
the official Atlantic Hurricane Database only started in
1851. The hurricane is also known as the Huracán San
Calixto and the Great Hurricane of the Antilles.
James Brine

Still life drawing in the art room for
open day on 7th October

Fish out of water?
On the 9th October, years 10 and 13 spent
the whole day designing a fish for a local
parade. We were split into two groups to
get the job done. One group created the
head of the fish (my group), and the other
group made the body.
The fish is similar in shape to and is
operated much like a Chinese Parade
Dragon, so that it moves like a real fish.
Two professional artists from Musicport in
Whitby came to make the fish with us.
Initially, we started to think about how to
design the fish.
As we already knew what to do, we started
to glue, stick and cut the pieces for the
huge fish. The artists helped us greatly, and
I think that we all worked great together as
a team.
On Friday 20th, next week, some members
of the school will take part in the parade to
move the fish.
Lilli Backhaus

Open Morning
This past Saturday I had the privilege of being a guide
for the Fyling Hall School open day. I was pleased at
this for a number of reasons, not just how much I love
the sound of my own voice and dragging people
around. Regardless, this past weekend the whole
school cleaned itself up and prepared to introduce
curious families to the wonderful, family atmosphere
of our school. Everyone got themselves as prim and
proper as possible: there was music and readings of
poetry, a barbecue, demonstrations of experiments
and tours running up and down constantly. Boarders
and dailies did their part to support the school and sell

it to those thinking of joining us here. We got a lot of
great feedback from the people we showed round,
between these tours I managed to sit on the Daisy
Hardy poetry readings, and was massively impressed
by the public speaking and performing ability of our
school once again, as was Mrs White evidently.
I only have one more open morning to look forward to
as a student of Fyling Hall, but I cannot wait to do my
part to help the school grow once again.
Damilare Williams-Shires

Interactive at Fyling Hall
On Wednesday, Interactive representatives, Helen
and Sally, came to collect their charity cheque from
the school in a typically oversized fashion. The
cheque that they received was for the money that
was raised by the school Rose Garden event, which
some of you may remember. For those of you who
don’t, on the 2nd of July, local talents came and
played alongside the many gifted musicians of Fyling
Hall in order to raise money for a chosen charity.
Interactive is a children’s play scheme in which both
mainstream children and children with learning
difficulties are given a week of fun filled
entertainment with the help of some lovely
volunteers and workers.
I can happily say, as a proud worker of Interactive
(I’m the curly haired one!) I am overjoyed to see that
the school has raised money for such a fantastic
charity. I hope that we continue making local
charities just as happy as Sally and Helen are here.
Henry Atkinson

Spooky Marshmallow Fun
On Sunday 8th the majority of the boarders
ventured up into Fyling Hall’s deep dark woods
(with members of staff of course!) for a truly hairraising experience. With the boarders huddled
together on the wooden seats surrounding the
camp fire marshmallows were toasted, coca cola
was drunk and ghost stories were exchanged.
Whilst on this cosy sugar high, Iratxe promises me
that she wasn’t scared, however she continued to
mention that Oaklei (Year 8) was so scared that he
managed to slip up the steps while scurrying away
from Manfred’s atmospheric campfire music!
Even though the younger boarders were able to
postpone their evening homework session, they
are glad that they attended this event-filled night,
preparing themselves for Halloween festivities
which are soon approaching!
Connor Asprey

Ten questions with Miss Mansfield
What is your pet hate?

What did you want to be when you were younger?

“People talking over me.”

“A vet”

What’s your favourite food?

What is your favourite TV programme?

“Chicken curry.”

“The Walking Dead.”

If you were stuck on a desert island with one other
person, who would you like it to be?

What is your favourite day of the week?

“Elvis Presley”

What is your favourite season?

If you had one super power, what would it be?

“Summer, because of my birthday.”

“Saturday, so I can have a rest.”

“Invisibility”

Amber Beeforth-Miller

What was your favourite subject at school?
“Art”

Damon’s facts of the week
Space fact: The sun makes up 99.86% of the solar
system’s mass.
Insect fact: The oldest insect fossil is a set of jaws
which dates back to 400 million years ago!
Animal fact: Oysters can change their gender,
dependent on which is best for reproducing.
Human body fact: Your left lung is smaller than
your right. The difference in size is so your heart
can fit.
Technology fact: Skype is banned from the public
in China.
World fact: There are more life forms living on
your skin than there are people living on the whole
planet.

The Juniors enjoyed a personal visit from Whitby fire
crew who showed them the fire engine and let them
hold the water hoses.

We invite you to comment on the articles expressed in our newsletters. Please
email news.team@fylinghall.org giving a reference to the article/journalist by
name. We are open to new ideas, your suggestions and even a bit of criticism!

The Week Ahead
Sat

14th 2:15pm
7:30pm
th

Tues 17 4:00pm
Wed 18th 2:00pm
4:00pm
Thur 19th 3:30pm
Fri
20th 1:00pm
1:30pm
th
Sun 29 2:00pm

1st XV Rugby v Ampleforth (Home)
Cinema trip Whitby pavilion (Kingsman: The Golden
Circle)
U12 Rugby Festival @ Malton Rugby Club
Under 14 & 16 preliminary netball county round @ Jo
Ro
U13 7 a side football @ CCW astro
District Cross Country @ Caedmon
Half Term Begins
Parent’s Afternoon
Boarders return

Quote of the Week
It's not the mistakes we
make, but how we
correct them that
defines us
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